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Abstract: This short paper argues that energy, the potential to realize change, taking place

through interaction, is the essence of everything. Nonduality and emergence play a key role in

explaining why energy should be conceived as the single source of everything. The very nature of

space and time also follows from it. The whole universe is just energy, and everything emerges

from this energy. So the essence of everything is energy. VC 2020 Physics Essays Publication.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.4006/0836-1398-33.3.299]

R�esum�e: Ce bref article entend d�emontrer que l’�energie, en tant que potentiel de r�ealisation du

changement, par l’interm�ediaire d’interactions, est la source de tout. La non-dualit�e et l’�emergence

jouent un rôle cl�e pour expliquer pourquoi l’�energie devrait être consid�er�ee comme la source

unique de tout. La nature même de l’espace et du temps en d�ecoule. L’univers entier est simple-

ment �energie et toute chose �emerge de cette �energie. Par cons�equent l’�energie est l’essence de tout.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Is there a single source of everything, a first and only

principle, from which everything emerges? In this paper, we

argue that energy, the potential to realize change, taking

place through interactions, is the essence of everything.

Starting from Milo Wolff’s idea that all matter has a sca-

lar wave structure,1 as system scientists and philosophers,

we started to think about “a model of physics.” Scalar wave

structures require a medium (ether). Since energy is omni

present and preserved in physics, this strongly suggested to

us that energy is  this medium. These  controversial  ideas we

have published in two relatively recent papers. 2,3 These pro-

pose a very simple model, as one would expect at the funda-

mental level of physics, that provides spectacularly simple

qualitative explanation of many ill understood phenomena at

the fundamental level of physics. In these papers, we argued

that “energy is the medium in which scalar waves make up

the whole of physical reality”.

Within physics, there is this long-standing question:

“What’s everything made of?” Whenever someone provided

an answer, progress in experimental and fundamental phys-

ics revealed that the answer could be broken up in yet

smaller parts.4 Will this process ever come to an end? Can

the universe be split into ever smaller parts? Splitting the

universe into parts reveals the dualistic nature of physics and

human science. Scalar waves and the medium in our model

are dual perceptions of one and the same thing: energy

which is the essence of everything. Another long-standing

question concerns the very nature of space and time. By

taking a nondualistic perspective also this question is

answered in this paper.

To philosophers, nonduality is a very important property

representing the fact that everything is connected and

depends on everything else. Human science on the other

hand is dual because it always considers parts of reality.

Therefore, in this third paper, we address the important role

of nonduality in our proposed model. Of the three papers,

this third paper is the most philosophical and captures the

other two, because it takes this nondual view. This probably

also causes it to be the most controversial of the three papers.

Nonduality requires readers to zoom out from human science

and reality. At the very end, we will come back to them.

We will argue that energy is the source from which

everything emerges. The important thing is that this principle

is single and first. There is no formal proof. The conse-

quences are the proof. These consequences all emerge from

the single source being energy, showing the great importance

and power of emergence, like it is in explaining evolution. It

is not the ambition of this paper to analyze, describe, and

explain  all these  emergent  phenomena. That  is  the  impor-

tant, valuable job human science, among them physics, is

performing.

Two forms of energy will be distinguished. Potential

energy and manifest energy. Potential energy is energy

without stable structure, such as vacuum fluctuations. Man-

ifest energy is energy having a stable structure, which is

called reality. It is the result of symmetry breaking.

Humans can only observe a very small part of reality,

which is called human reality. The other part of reality is

called dark reality.
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Because potential energy, manifest energy, and reality

come from one source, everything is nondual. That means

that everything is one and connected. Everything depends on

all other things.

Although human reality is also nondual, it is interpreted

by humans as dual. Therefore, as opposed to reality, which is

nondual,  human  science  is  dual.  In reading  this paper one

should therefore initially put aside all scientific knowledge

and zoom out on human reality. At the very end, we will

come back to human science.

The importance of our series of three papers lies in the

simple, qualitative explanation of many ill-understood phe-

nomena at the fundamental level of physics. This is a largely

neglected area in fundamental physics which is very much

concerned with quantitative descriptions of these phenom-

ena. According to our model of physics, these descriptions

are mathematically complicated due to the spatially distrib-

uted nature of our model. This spatially distributed nature

reflects precisely nonduality. The current models of physics,

like relativity and quantum theory, accurately describe

related physical phenomena but without explaining them.2

The special importance of this paper is that it also goes

beyond physics by providing a nondualistic view of every-

thing. Therefore, its implications are everywhere, up to

human science and human life itself, as shortly indicated in

this paper.

II. ENERGY

The definition of energy, as the potential to realize

change, includes all other definitions of energy, such as heat,

kinetic energy, and gravitational energy. The change always

takes place through interaction, i.e., action and reaction,

where action energyþ reaction energy¼ 0. Therefore, the

total energy in the universe is always zero, and we have con-

servation of energy.

III. EMERGENCE

From our single first principle, being energy, everything

emerges. Increasing the level of emergence, abstraction,

information, and complexity is an automatic process. It is all

captured in this first principle, like humans are captured in

DNA. Evolution is a demonstration of the power of

emergence.

IV. NONDUALITY

Nonduality states that reality only exists as a whole,

implying that parts of reality have no independent existence.

Science on the other hand almost exclusively treats parts of

human reality. At best, it simplifies the dependence of these

parts on the remaining human reality. Nonduality may be

represented by the very simple and very revealing Fig. 1.

Any part of reality B is contained in and connected to a

larger part of reality A: A�B. B may be considered as an

increased level of emergence, abstraction, information, and

complexity as compared to A: A�B, i.e., A includes and

penetrates B. Also, B is essentially A. Finally, A may be

identified with potential energy and B with manifest energy.

In other yet similar words: B emerges from A. Emergent

level B is higher than level A, still B equals essentially A. B

is relative with respect to A. B has apparently an independent

existence, an own truth, independent of A. But the essence

of B is still A. In other words, A is omnipresent.

V. POTENTIAL ENERGY

Energy without stable structure we call potential energy,

the essence and the source of everything. Taking a nondual-

istic view, this potential energy is in fact a wave medium1–3

a chaotic pool of unstructured waves where all kinds of

things may happen. Think of it as the vacuum full of vacuum

fluctuations. The total potential energy is zero, and it stays

zero whatever happens. So everything comes out of nothing

and it stays nothing. Potential energy is conserved. Also,

manifest energy emerges from this potential energy.

VI. MANIFEST ENERGY

In the wave medium complicated interactions, i.e.,

action/reaction patterns, may develop. The potential of the

wave medium to realize action/reaction patterns shows its

nondualistic nature because there is no action without reac-

tion. Although action energyþ reaction energy¼ 0, thus the

total energy remains zero, locally the reaction energy does

not always neutralize the corresponding action energy. They

may start to follow their own path. This is called symmetry

breaking. In this way, stable scalar standing wave structures,

like electrons, atoms, molecules, electro-magnetic waves,

and even universes, may develop and emerge. These stable

structures   we   call   manifest   energy.  Manifest  energy  is

still nondual; however, its human interpretation is dual.

Although reaction energy does not always neutralize the cor-

responding action energy, the total action energyþ reaction

energy in the universe stays 0. Because of this energy inter-

action mechanism, there is a large tendency of equipartition
of energy.

The manifest energy seems dual, but that is an illusion.

It is a polar duality where everything is connected with

everything, and nothing is really separated. Thus, manifest

energy is in fact nondual, even human reality is. However,

humans interpret their reality as dual.

Manifest energy emerges from potential energy. In the

world of manifest energy, there is spontaneous self-

organization leading to ever higher levels of abstraction,

information, and complexity. At these higher levels, there is

still equipartition of energy, leading to harmony and

symmetry.

Like potential energy, at these higher levels, harmony

and symmetry are the essence. Although everything changes,

everything is nondual symmetrical and harmonious.

In short: The essence of human life is symmetry and

harmony.

FIG. 1. Nonduality.
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VII. SPACE/TIME

One of the emerged entities are humans with

self-consciousness. How do humans interpret their human

reality? Potential and manifest energy concern interactions

being unstructured or structured, respectively. Space and

time are human concepts to interpret these interactions. To

see this, consider the minimal requirements for an interac-

tion. Interaction requires at least two separate objects and

cannot be instantaneous because that destroys the separation.

Separation is perceived as space and non-instantaneous as

time. Furthermore, interactions are local and causal. Human

concepts like space and time are only tools.

We will never know reality, because we are part of it.

We experience interpretations of reality, so human reality is

a filtered reality. Humans are relative creatures. The impor-

tant thing here is thus that space/time is just a human con-

cept. Three dimensions of space and a single, independent

dimension of time appears to be the simplest concept
describing interactions that are local and causal.2,3

VIII. THE THEORY OF RELATIVITY AND GRAVITY

The speed of light is relative to the potential energy

wave medium. Thus, the speed of light is not absolute to any

observer as hypothesized by special relativity. The speed of

light is also dependent on medium density which creates the

energy exchange mechanism facilitating interaction.2 More-

over, this explains the bending of light waves towards mas-

sive objects being areas with larger medium density.

Since we assume all matter to have a wave structure,

called the wave structure of matter (WSM),1 the bending of

waves towards massive objects also explains gravity. Also,

WSM explains the dependence of time and length on the

speed relative to the medium, because of the Doppler effect.3

IX. QUANTUM THEORY

Particles do not exist. They are local stable manifesta-

tions of real waves. Thus, there is no wave/particle duality.

Furthermore, entanglement, meaning instantaneous interac-

tion, does not exist either. By its very nature, interaction is

something that takes time. So there is no wave/particle dual-

ity and no entanglement, like there is no absolute speed of

light.2,3

X. DOPPLER EFFECT/INTERFERENCE/MODULATION

Given the wave structure of everything, the Doppler

effect, wave modulation and wave interference play a

dominant role. They explain all kinds of relativity effects

like time dilation and length contraction. As a result, the

anisotropy in frames moving with respect to the wave

medium is mostly unobservable.3 This explains the computa-

tional success of special relativity. Illusions like multiverses

are due to interference.5 Finally, the working of the mind, is

all illusion, virtuality and reality. So there is no real differ-

ence between these three.6

Everything is wave, and observations and measurements

are made with wavy instruments, causing Heisenberg’s

uncertainty principle, and the unobservability of anisotropy

due to the Doppler effect.2,3

XI. HUMAN SCIENCE

If everything emerges from potential energy, in essence

everything is simple and reality is all that emerged. But we

will never know reality, because we are part of it. So nothing

can be proved. All knowledge is based on assumptions, sup-

positions, axioms. The best we can do is “doing as if.”7 If

that works, it is alright. If not, we must change the assump-

tions. Models in science are human concepts and human

interpretations of reality. These models may be complicated

like partial differential equations being infinite dimensional

due to the spatial distribution they describe. If they work,

they are alright. But these models may never be absolutized.

XII. CONCLUSIONS

Summarizing we have:

Potential energy � Manifest energy � Emergence � Space/time

Interaction Stable structure Self-organization Locality

Action¼-reaction Equipartition Harmony Causality

Wave medium Symmetry Dimensions

In essence everything is simple, because everything

emerges from potential energy.
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